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FOREWORD.

4

A major goal of the Right to Read Program has been to disseminate informa-
tion about the status of literacy educatiOn, successful produtts, practices and
current research finding in order to improve the instruction of reading. Over
the years, a central vehicle for d4semination have been Right to Read cop-.
ferences and seminafs. In June 19'.8, approximately 350 Rightto Read Project
directors and staff from State and local education and Ilan profit agencies
convened in Washington, D.C. to consider Literacy. Meeting the Challenge.

The conference focused on three major areas:

examination of content literacy problems aid issues
assessment of accomplishm. ents and potential resolutions regard-
ing literacy issues; and

exchange and dissemination of ideas and material on successful
practices toward increasingliteracy in the United States.

,1,11 level of education, preschool through adult. were considered.

The response to the Conference was such that we have: deeded to publish the
papersn a series of individual puhlicatiiins. Additional titles Ili the series are

. listed separately as well as. direction for ordering copies.

I.

'

SHIRLEY A. JACKSON
. Director

Basic Skills Program

V
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SUMMARY,

Overview

Reports of widespread illiteracy, even among high school .gractuates, have
fueled the back-to-basics movement, epitomized by minimal competency

;testing. First citing evidence that the movement suffers frop a lack of
consensus on the meaning of literacy, this papergoes on to develop a concept
of literacy, using two perspectives to analyze its two interdependent strand. It

concludes by drawing some implications for the back-to-basics movement.

0
The Lack of Consensus

Though well-intentioned, the many activities to devclop minimum literacy
standards suffer from confusion about the meaning of literacy and frOm
ignorance about the uses of literacy skills in expryday life..The author presents
several types of evidence that no consensus on the meaningoiliteracy,exists:

Minimal competency tests differ widely from State to State.
The Adult Performance Level study, the basis for functional
literacy assessrneqt in some states, extends the concept of literacy s
well beyoild its traditional bounds.
Devices" to assess literacy vary, some measuring grade level
achieved and. other, skills mastered.

The frequency and timing of assessments differ among States.
Sortie assessments serve different purposes from others,: Skills-
oriented tests administered in the early gra=des are used diagnosti-
cally, whereas funCtional literacy tests' administered in the eleventh
grade as a prerequisite, for graduation are used to ascertain,
whether the genera literaCy education students have received can
be transferred or g neralized to literacy tasks they will encounter
as adults.

,The author questions the efficacy of remedial training for students who fail
functional literacy tests.

, I

The Meaning of Literacy
, , ..

, .,
Because the meaning attributed tolliteracy willl4deterinine the types of

programs ,and research initiated to combat illiteracy, a ilea r concept of
literacy is essential. The author .aprifyzes the nature of literacy from two
perspectives, retharking tReir im'plitalions for,assessment and instruction in
the process. ,

I ,,.

1 ..,, ,.
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The developmental perspective emphasizes the affinitk betweeri oral and
written language skills,- viewing the former as a speciafization of inborn"
information - processing capacities and the latter as a subsequent, parallel
specialization. One significant implication of this model is that literacy ;kills
are initially a second way of using the oral, language system that the child
knows. It follows that a child's auding comprehension will surpass his reading
comprehension for sometime. Observing thatogu study has determined how
long the gap persists, he author presentis various evidence'that it may endure
for as fong as seven or eight years. and he infers,that the process of learning to
read consists of two phases. a relatively brief phase in which decoding skills
are acquired and a longer phase in which they are practic,64until they become
automatic. He notes that adult literacy programs.cannot. therefore, in the full
sense teach reading.

, .

The problem-solving perspettRe emphasizes the special properties that
dtstingursh written from oral messages. they are more or less permanent, and
they are spatially arrayed. A varlet} of literacy tasks are contingent upon these
properties, including previewing and ;es levying, ntopical reading, research,
analysis, and graphic and tat?ular representation. It is the mastery of these
tasks, as well as reading and writing. that constitutes literacy.

Implications
r .

Achieving literacy involves two majoL interdependent strands.
Learning to comprehend as well by eye as one canby) ear, pr
reading; and
Learning boththe new vocabulary and concepts encounted in the
printed materials one uses while learning to read and the new skills
for processing information that depend upon the permapence and
spatiality of'written messages.

For the back-to-basics Movement, partycularly Minimal. competency testing,
this analysis implies that:

Each individual's oral .skills should set his her initial minimum
Sompetency levels for reading and writing;
Students need opportunities to develop conceptual knowledge

' about the kinds of topics encountered in teachers' speech and
textbooks and also opportunities to learn new Words,
Through the fourth of fifth grade, children can, if necessary, learn
many of the "Words and concepts required to paw reading
comprehension tests through the oral mode, and their decoding
skills may improve in the process; s.

Remedial training must begin early enough to ailow for several
years of practice; and

. Students must be brought to appreciate the functions of vtritten
language and graphic representation as tools for communication
and thought.,

2
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THE BASIC SKILLS MOVEMENT

Introduction
."

Today, there is much concern that many of our high schools may be
graduating thousands of students whose literacy skills are so low that they will
be barely able to function in society. This concern is indicated in stones in the
popular press that refer to court cases in which students with high school
diplomas suddenly discover that they*cannot read well enough to get a decent
job, so 'they sue their school for not properly educating them. Additionally
reports from various surveys, national assessments, and major government
studies report that millions of adults, including young adults right out of high

.1

school, are "functionally illiterate", they cannot fill out forms, use maps, read
reference, books well, write a check correctly, and so on. And Is for those
students who are functionally literate, the 'results of many tests for selecting
students for higher education have shown a precipitous declirte over the last
debacle. .

Fueled by the many reports of student inco.petence in the basic skills, even
after twelve years of education, an incendiary "back-to-basics" mo v ement has
spread across the nation' that pits private citizens, school boards, and
legislators agains the ensconced school establishment: This is evidenced by
the rapid growth j6f'private and public "alter nati% e" schools of a fundamental-
ist nature that stress discipline; dress codes, respect for teachers and school
authorities and, of -course, the basics.'

The vitome of the back-to-basics movement is minimal competency
testingAn which. private citizens, Federal and State legislaprs, and State

' educ;tion officials have attempted to compel local school districts to
emphasize the teaching of basic skills to all students. To dale, two- thirds of the
nation's,States haNye initiated some form of minimal competency testing, with
many requiring that students meet Minimal competency standards for
graduation from high school.

Confision About the Nature of Literacy

Though the many activities to develop minitmirn liter a.9 standards are well
intentioned, they'suffer from the lack of a v ery.clear understanding of w.hafis
meant by literacy, and from a lack of information about the ways literacy

`skills are used in various life-role activities .outside the school. Evidence
abounds to indicate that there is considerable lack of consensus as to what

3



literocy means, how best to assess compet enc.} in literacy, and howto provide
education for literacy development.

..
Regarding what literacy means. disagreement b evidenced by the various

testing prop-ants established in the States conducting minimal competency,
testing. Sortie States test only reading, some reading. Writing.computatio'n,
some- include content areas such as consumer economics. social studies.
science and other school-oriented content areas. while some have introduced
so-called "life-skill," "functional literacy,'; "sun IN af literacy .sk,ills"' or mother
such nonschool, life:role oriented compete114 tests.

Federal projects, too. evidence the 'uncertainty about the meaning of
literacy. For instance. the widely known Adurt Performance Level (APL)
study. conducted for the United States Office of Education, and which is now
serving as the basis for functional literacy assessment in ,some 'States,
conceived of literacy as "composed of an application of communication
(reading, writing. speaking, listening). computation, problem solving. and
interpersonal relations skills to knowledge of occupations, consumer
economics, community resources... government and law. and health"!
(Northcutt. et al. 1975, p. '44) In this case literacy i's not restricted to the
traditional skills of reading and writing. but is extended to include oral
language skills and even interpersonal skills! Furthermore. in a major shift
from considering literacy as dealing viith phAtess skills (reading. v. ming, etc.)
that are generally ,regardn as content-free. the APL definition of literacy
inchides five general areas of knowledge.

. '
The confusion surrounding the' understanding of what literacy meatis

reveals itself inevitably in disagreement about how hest to assess-competency
initeracy Form some. the use Of standardised tests that state tompetency in
terms of grade levels is preferred. Thus. for instance, a 9th grade level of
achievement of reading. writing. and mathematics 'may be requiredor high
scho'ol,graduation Fur others, assessment in terms of skills "mastered". is
preferled This involve; the development of test items that represent skill areas
suctigoas reading. ,writiqg and computing and the setting of standards for
"mastery ." such.as getting 80 percent correct. 100 perce,nt correct, or so forth.

The uncertainty about the meaning and nature of literacy reveals itself not
Atria the vaciation in the assessment dev ices, but also in the variation in the
number of asssmcitts gin and when Some states assess coMpetenly at
sty oral grade levels (ei.g .1fl grades. or 3.6.9. some at two grade levels
(e.g.. 8th and 12th grades). and soffit officially assess for minimal competency
only at grade II

}The decisions about how and'v.hen to assess literacy skills reflect, at times,
decisions about literacy education For instance. the early use of skill oriented
tests are frequently advocated because it is thought that the later are
diagnostic. whereas grade level scores are not, and the ea Oderection of skills

4 :
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learning,problems can lead to compensatory activities at.an eary.age, thus
pjeventing problems in the later eades.

On the other hand, the introduction of "functional lite-racy" tests at the
eleventh grade level, as a prerequisite fof high- school graduation, reflects the
notion that, even thoughsuch`adult life-role tasks are not explicitly taught in
the school c'ufficulum, the "general literacy" instruction should be sufficient
to make it possible for students to sbccessfUlly perform on the functional,
lit6racy test. In this case; the latter are not diagnostic instruments, but rather
tests of the transferability. or generalizability of general literacy education"
given in the schoOls to the literacy tasks adults encounter outside the school.

, Ir
However, despite the fact that`lhe functional literacy tests are not diag-

nostic, there is frequently talk of providing remedial literacy training to s}u-
dents who fail the functional literacy tests. Such training is proposed for
the types of adult role tasks represented on the,functional literacy tests, e.g.,

"-reading and understanding a telephone directory, filling out aJobapplicatS
form, reading a ix iring,diagram fo'r a household, appliance, etc. Usually this
type of remedial training is advocated with little thought as to thc4eneraliz-
ability of the trainineYet, if the "general literacy' or "basic skills" education
offered in the schools w as not learnt, Or if learnt, did not transfer or generalize
to the functional literacy tasks on the minimal compentency test, therithere is
reason to question whether or not adult life-role literacy training will'
generalize be and the specific tasks taught in the remediation program. This is
a particular concern for elev enth-houi remediation,programs that hope to
develop, in brief periods 'of time, the .competence needed for' s&ecessfully
performing a wide range of literacy tasks Inv oh ed in a variety of adult life

' roles.
I

Toward a Better Understanding of Literacy

It seems clear, to me, that the way 'in which we conceptualize the nature of
literacy, and its relatioXhip t? the basiclkills'and to knowledge content areas,
Will determine the types of training and education programs we develop, and
the types of research programs we pursue to contribute to the solution of
Literacy problems. Forgiis reason v. e need to have as clear a conceptualization
of literacy as we can, one ix hiCh will reflect the inherent nature of literacy as a
,humin capacity for acquiring and using knowledge.

In the remainder of this paper I will discuss the nature of literacy from two
perspectives First, I wilt focus on literacy as the development of capacities for
using written language as a substitute for spoken language. This perspeCtiye is
based upon the simple developmental model which I belie% qtepl-esents what
happens to the "typical person who becomes literate in ourAterate society."
This point of view emphasizes the similarities among 'oral and written
language skills andthe conim,oh bfise of knowledge which these skills express
or use to comprehend in communication.

Ir
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From the second. point of view, I will emphasize .the differences between
'oral and written language and discuss the manner in which 'the written
language serves as a visual memory tool and rnakes.possible a variety of
literacy tasks that help in problem soh ing in situations ranging from the
mundane, e.g., putting a sign on a bp,s,. to the esoteric, e.g., casting an
astrological.chart!

o

In the course of discussing literacy from a developmental perspective and
frOm a problem sob:mg perspective; I will comment oh implications for
competency assessment and instructional design. It is to be understood that
this is not.a completely comprehensive and conclusive discussion of these
issues, rather iris my hope that this will be viewed as one contribution ,to a
much needed, conversation.

The Developmental...Wade!. Figure 1 presents the developmental model of
literacy in schematic ford. Briefly ,the model formalIN recognizes what
common sense tells-us, and that is that, when a child is first born, he or she is
born with certain Basic Adaptive Pr9cesses for adapting;to the world around
them. These BAP include certain information professing capacities for
acquiring, storing, retrieving, and manipulating information..This stored
informatidn processing capacity forms a cognitive content which in its earlier
forms is prelingdistic (Figure 1. Stage 1). After sometime though, the child
clgvettlips skills for receiving'information representing the cognitive content of
others, and for representing/ his own cognitive content no others. This is
accomplished through the specialization or the information and processing
activitieS of listening, looking. uttering. and marking ( Figure 1, Stage 2). The
specialization is one of use of these skills for the express purpose of externally
reprqenting on-Cs on thoughts for others to interpret, and forming inter tial
'representations of the external representations 9f others- thought's that they

ake. More specifically though, the particular specialization c(i present
ncern is the representation of thoughts via the use of Conventionalized signs

(words) and rules for sequencing.these signs (syntax) d speaking and auding
(Iiitening to speech in order to language) (Figure 1; Stage 3),

Finally, if the child is in a literate society, lie may acquire the specialized
looking and marking skills of reading and writing. For present purnOsestwe
presume that we are talking about the "typical" cast,in,.our literate society, and
assert that children typically learn to read and write (Figure 1, State 4). ,

A further aspect of the developmental_ model, is that it holds that the
development of the oracy skills of speaking and auding follows and is built
upon a prelinguistit cognitive.content and conceptualizing ability. 'Said
plainly, the child must have something to think about before the need for a
language ability for sharing thoughts can and needs. to arise. It is important
that it be understood that this early, prelinguistic cognitive content, or
knowledge, is what will form the foundation for the acquisition or new
knolivledge* over the lifetime of the person. Thus cOncerp for the child's

6
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Stage 4.:

FIGURE 1
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acquisition of literacy skills to obta,In sutilv al know ledge, must be tra
to the child's prelinguistic acquisitioabf knowledge, and layer his ac
of knowledge of and via the op4ktinguage (learning by:being told, a

1968), We see, then, that knowledge itself is the primary "tool kill" for
acquiring further knowledge whet er by oracy or by literacy skills. a

A final aspect of the model is that sserts thane literacy skills utilize the.
.

same conceptual base (cognitive conte t, concep)ualizing ability, knowledge)
as is used in auding and speaking, an utilizes the same signs and. rules for
sequenci&those.signs as is used in ,the Loral language skillsf6r receiving and
expressing conceptualizations. Notice that this is an assertion based upon the
developmental sequence, i.e., the literacy skills are built upon egisting oracy
skills as the end or a dev elOpmehtal sequence. This does n an that once
literacy Skills are aeqUired,, that they do not contributeltrrylething 'new to .

knowledge or language capability, clearly they do. What is asserted is that
. when the literacy skills' are initially acquired, they are essentially:, to, be

Cons-ft-tied as a second way of utilizing the same language system the child Uses
in speaking and auding. Presumably this is what Jenkins and Liberman (1972)

'refer to al. befrig able to use language by eye as well ds it is used by ear.
. .

Ow
'Closing the Language h.' Ear and bj'Eie Gap. A fundamental hypothpis

derivable from the developl-nental model is that a child's ability to colnpre-
Ivend.Idagutige by adding will surpass his. ability to comprehend languhge by

. reading during the early ears of school until the leading skills are acquired, at
which time abflity to comprehend language by Nding and by reading should
hecomt equal, . . .
, , .: fa.---

T ugh thisyseems to me like a very basic relationship to be explored done ,

i erested in und-erstandWhe acquisition of ability to language by eye as
}yell as by &r, it turns --i ff.,, that' there is, to mx knowledge, absolutely no
research specs .ally designed to find out (I) how" well, nonliterates can
comprehend language by ear, and (2) how long they require to learn to
comprehend language by eye as well as they do by ear, In other words, how
long, typically, does it take to "crack the code?" Some (cf., Chall#1973)_haye
speculated That it takes about the first three grades.; others (Smith, f975, p.
188) assett that learning to read may take. ty petty'', only .a few weeks (for 15-

% yettr-pjd adolescents)! . :.' at, .

f:' /- , ,-

Inthe.absehce_of well-designed studies which might rev eal something of the
, -

closing of the "gape" between languaging by ear and by eye, Sticht, et al. (1974)
reNiev;edspme 44 studies whichNeftsured how well subjects at different grade

.. leVels'itould Comprehend messages presented in spoken versus written form.
Figure 2 summarizes this review and shows, for' each grade level the
proportion 0/studies in which auding was found,superior to (A 3 , R), equal to
(A --- RI,9t)hferior, to (A -:.' R) readingjt should be cautioned that these studies
fepresentj a wide variety of methods, messages, difficulty levels, response

,.:Itodes, etc. , i. - r!

tl ,31.
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With these concerns in fnind, the data of Figure 2 suggests that, clearly,
,...children have not learned to comprehend by reading as well as they cin

comprehend by auding by the thirdgrade. I2earning to language by eytas.well
as one can language by ear may require as long as seven years or thereabouts,
since it is-at the seventh gradelevel where one has a fiftyfifty chance of finding
studies showing auding>reading, and studieS' showing auding<Jeadmg., '

,

Though, as mentiorsd,'theigdata must be regarded with cakttipn, there is
some interesting'fradditionaVrcumstantial evidence that the laming .td

. decode period may last.aslong'g seven or eight years. Ode pieee.of evidence
' comes from theidy of eye Movement records which indicate that itts hot. Until the eighth grade that the adult pattern of eye movements is typically

achieved (Tinker. 1965, pp. 81-84). A second piece of evidencgivggesting that
leainipg to decode may take quite a while to fully develop comes &of; the.
v.orkof Duprell and Brassard (1969). These researchers developed a test to
measure the "gap" between a person's ability to comprehend language by
auding and ly reading The test includes-four parts. vocabulary knowledge
assessed via spoken and written modes, and .comprehension of brief
paragraphs presented in spoken and written forms. The data for a national

, norming,sample (N 7 22,247) indicate that huding and reading performance
on the paragraph comprehension tests became equal cl.uring the sixth.grade, ,

l'ilMlle auding-perforniance surpassed readingperformanceon the vocabulary -

knowledge s tests through the eighth. gra/e. on the 'vocabulary and
paragraph tes conibined; auding and reading scores became equal in the
eighth grades. .

, .
. .

_ Comparisons of silent reading' rates to:typical ,auding rates provide
',. additional evidence to suggest that it is around the seventh or eighth grade that .

the reading decoding process typically achieves the ,same'degree'of a utematut
city as ism% olved in audintb Data from the Natibnal Assessment of Education
Progress .Reading Rate (see,Sticht, et ai*.. Int, p. 95) indicate that the sir* .

, reading rate for 13-year-olds (seventh and eighth gradersf is around 175 wpm
., (words per minute). Earlier, Foulke and ticht (1969) reported that thll
' average oral readinl, loud rate of professiona new'scasters and readers for the

blind is around 175 v. m. If this latter figure is regarded-as a typical auding v
rate (because it is the rate professionals rear:4010dd to be a uded), then the silent

. reading rate of 13-year-olds closely matches the auding rates required when
auding newscasters and similar ormal spoken presntations. This might be

4 r construed as sugg mg that 'reading and a udin/are operatin ithcompara;
ev.1:4 degrees of aut aticity of decoding 'at this age; grade 4 .

.. These various, tenuous pieces of evidence ,suggest that one meet of
learning to read can indeelbe'considerett as learning to la, eye as
well as one canby ear. Thlr is evidenced by the datathat sho dity toI' ..

.,. compfeliend by 2/tiding occurs first in the developmental se , and the
. person who acquires reading skill acquires the, ability to comprehend 6y .1 A.

reading What he could earlier comprehend only by adding. Furthermore, this
evidence suggests that, on the average, this aspect of learning to read may'

.* . ,

. . . ' 9
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stretch from the first gradelo the sixth, seventh, or eighth grades. While it is
not clear what'exactly is occupyingall this time, especially beyond the third or,
fourth grade, which reading specialists have traditionally cohsidered the time
frame for the "learning to read stage," it'seems likely that this large time spap is

Or
necessary for the child tO develop fdll automatization of the reading decoding
skill (LaBerge and Samuels, 1973). :1

,
..

`V
.. f' "

If this analysis is Affect, then perhaps learninvo-decode may be divided
into twd"-phasesliln phase one the child acquires the 'ba,sic:lenow-how of °.

decoding while in phase two the decoding skillkarepractieeda 40 ol., erlearned -
to trk point of becoming completely automatic. This _might correspond to the
rapid growth aad plateaus found in the development 4 en may' psychornotor ....
skills. In this case, the rapid groWt41- might corresfiond..toihe traditional
"learning to read state" (first three years of schooling) while the plateau would
correspond to the development of full automaticity of 'de Codirtilauf4 the
fourth to seventh or eighth years. (It should be noted that Ac data oiTgure 2
suggest the possibility o'f even a thirfl phase of learning to rgad, the stage in
which some people appear td become more 'effective agettng rmaton "
from the texts than they are from spoken messages, as is the case f erage
high school seniors and cotiegians. This seems to represear,a,sitilation in
which one is better able to languag(by eye tharfbyear, and gray correspond toy
the phase in psychomotor skill development which occurs after the plateau

'" ' phase. The'NAEP data reported above suggests that most ptople flo not.
,?acquire the post-plateau Learei of skill). 6 N

If, as suggested earlier, the develop t of automa Noy orih nail) reqttres,`
three to five years beyond the third grade fo grow mg upon:
our K -12 school 'Curricultirn. then we must cons er that the development of
comparable automaticity will require considerarb ime Tor adults who are
learning to read. But adults in literacy training progranis are typically
interested in rapid' acquisition of reading skill's. and ndeaf rcurnerou:s adult.
literacy7promms exisv.hich purport teteach reading "ve . And, as
reported earlier. some researchers seem to think Rat adolescents might learn;
to read in "...a few weeks"(Smith, 1975. p. 188). Perhaps the phase one skills-
of learning to read may be aicquired fairly rapidly, but full automat city wouid
seem to require oitensise practice in reading user an exlended,pe d of time.

.
Clearly, the data presented here are only exploratory and apything but

definitise, nonetheless I believe they Should cause us to colisicktr further they
problems, instructional and operational, of developing and assessing fulls
automaticity of decoding in programs for high school gtudents who do not,
pass minimal competency tests of literacy skills.

4. 7 .
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Learnlog,to Use the Printed Medipm for Literacy Task Ptcformance

As discussed above, one aspect of becoming literate is.41earn to usethe
printed code with the sane efficiency as one uses the spokeKode nauding,
i.e., to read efficiently.
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A second .aspect of achiesing literacy involves-learning to use tht printed
medium fur ptrforming a variety of tasks 'whin demand a variety of
.information proeeSsing skills in addition to reading. Many cif the tasks will
require writing, most will require repealed reading of some materialanti still
others require reading while examining nonlinguistic displays. It is in the
performance of vanous tasks in which written mat&rials are used that the
'unique properties of vi ming. and the printed media in general. appear to cOine
to contribute most to the developnient of literac}: as -contrasted with
"reading." .-

lit . ' . .
. .

[he unique aspects of written,mes es which set them apart froM spoken
message are (1) they are more-or-less permanent. and (2) they are spatially
arrayed. Because writton messages are permanent (J.e., not occurring on-line
as in a live speech) and arranged spatially (both on a plfge and as a S ol ume of

pages when in book form) they can be see4eirel so that readers can mobilin
4 such related knowledge as they may have to relate the nft*matioRin the text

to what they know (i.e.. to tomprehendt Smith, 1975). Because the text is
more-or-less permanent. it t\ re lerahle. 1 e:. the reader can flip back and 'forth
to preview and review, the text can be returned fo at later date for rehearsal
of What was pies, tott.1).read.

The reager may have recogniied the foregoing aVa paraphrase of,
Robinson's (1961) well-known reading study skills method, the SQ3R
procedure. I his proceduricalls for firs't seen e i 'rig a chapter (or other segment
of writing), and' noting headings. italic' d SS 0 rds. topic sentences, etc,, to
form a general idea about what is in e material to be learned. Then the

,student gut stion.s himself about what is likely to be found in the reading. then
the student it aila the -Matt:nal. re( lie s to himself the mayor po,ints encounte red
and hOw they reran: to the questions he formed. and finally . at a later date, the
student re leii s the apte; once again. Clearly, this pogcedure reflects tho. '

nature of text as sp. .ia'lly arrayed and more-or-less permanent , ,.
, . --. ..,

. It isiinly because text; are pre-C'xisting and permanent to a degree that the
.

,... 1, cry complex literacy tasks ;uch as referred to by Adlerand Van Doren(1972) ,I

as ei mom( a/ reading can be pc"rftirrned Such tasks involve the type of 7'
activiits as arc enffiged in when preparing a "state-of-thezart" rev iew. or when

of preparing a schiAarly text. such as fri uey 's (1908) text on reading. Such tasks
may take ears to perform: and doyens of books may be skimmed, surveyed,
noted, read. reread, consulted, examined. and dismissed. etc. This type of
literacy activity requires %Dunk:editing. rewriting, disc itssions with people
about the ideav being worked onfaind much thinking!

At a considerably-less grand level of performance, students may be called
upon to write reports of what they have read, they !ilia) have to prepare 'a terth
pape,r fof which they do considerable reading, they may have to prepare
outlines, summaries. "300 word abstracts, and the like about what they have
read, In all of these eases. the leading materials are more than likely available'
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during the production of the report. A milt may be that only by attempting to
prepare the report that*the *it3ent becomes fully aware of the range of
information in the materials being read. Thus in the course of writing, and
after examining one:s writing, the significanceof what was previously read but
discounted may be appreciated. In certain cases, the analysis, and reasaning
which ,may go into trying to write, may transfer to reading, in which case the
reader may detect previously undetected inconsistencies in what was
previously read, though "to my' knowledge 1,Ve have no clear-cut 'evidence
regarding the improvement of reading comprehension by writinglsee Stotsky,.
1975, for a review of-literature in this a/ea).

A particularly unique-aspect of Feading, as distinct from auding,arises from
the fact that the printed word can be arrayed spatially. Thus we findt figures '
and graphs with labeled axes and internal parameters, charts and tables; and
illustrations with "call-outs" for identifying parts of the illustration. At times
comprehension of what is being read is contingent upon being able to
comprehend the accompanying figure, table, etc. At other times, performance
of some task, such as repairing a motmvehicle, may require the reading of
language arrayed in a special "trouble-shooting" table. In such cases, if the
structural properties of the table are not well-understood, reading compre-
hension may be disrupted, especially if it is necessary to combine information
from different parts of the table. Again, we may find that the use of a '
particular. mode of representing thoughts may cause a change in a person's
ability to comprehend what he reads. For instance, the use of row x column
figtges for sorting out treatment's in'analysis of variance designs may transferman almost habitual casting of problems that are read about into similar row
x column repreentaltons in order to comprehend the various effects and their
interactions being discussed Again, though, I knoW of no research along these
lines.

Though-,there arc certainly other, tasks people perform with printed
materials, I think the ones discussed above are sufficient to make the point
that much of the acquisition of literacy is not simply learning to reads i.e.,
learning substitute language systerti for the oral language system. Rather, a
large part of4earning to be literate is learning how to perform the many tasks
made possible by the unique characteristics of printed displays, their
permanence and spatiality. I4 may be that it is,impossible to sort out the
differential contributions to literacy of such activities as studying, writing,
studying, what one has written and revising, and learning to use graphic

'information, tables,- and various visual representations which combine
writing with other visual. data. But it is certainly the case that people must be
able to perform all of these taskt inv °lying re,ading if they are to be considered
literate.

Summary. and DIscussio

In our rush bac -to-the-basics we need to give thought to what we are
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rastiiirpto. In this paper I have attemiited to open a dialogue about the,nature
of peraay so that activities in the hopes of improving basic literacy `skills,
activitei such as minimal competency testing, might be based on as sound an
'understanding as we can obtain. . 7

'v. In response to the question of "What does it mean to achieve literacy'.'," I
Jba.ve suggested in this paper' that there are at least two major, interdependent
,learning "strand".

1. One is leMning to language by eye as well as one can by ear, this is
what is meant by leatning to read. Further, I have presented.
evidence to suggest that this aspect of learning may involve two
"stages": the learning of the knov,ledges and skills required to
decode printed words into language, and the subsequent practice
of this skid until automaticity is acquired.

2. The second major strand overlaps with the first and refers to
learning the hew vocabulary and concepts found in the printed
materials one uses in learning to read, and includes the learning of
new skills for processing information from printed displays based
on the unique properties of such displays, their permanence and
spatiality.

Some of the implications of thIN'analysis of the back-to-basics movement,
and particulerly that aspect of the movement that involves Innimal
comizetency testing, are:

. An initial goal for an assessme-ni prograrn might be to determine if
a person can comprehend by eye as effecti.vely and efficient!) as
he, she can by ear. This permits the individnal to set his or her own
initial "minimiim competency 'every. ith respect to reading, based
on his or her compentency'in oral comprehAsion.

2. An initial goal for writing might be for one to be able to express in
the written language any idea one can express in the spoken
language.

3. Because bothoral and written language are limited by' what a
person knows, it is important that students be given oppoEtunitles
to develop conceptual knowledge about the types of events and
experiences that are talked about in teachers' speech and authcirs'
textbooks. Much of this knowledge can be obtained through
observation on the student's part, but the student needs to lewp
words to describe and evaluate his or het obserVations. These
words can be learned, througfi the oral mode and then should be
available to impiove reading comprehension when devding skills
are leartled.

4. Because words and concepts can be learned through the oral
language, it may be possible to teach students with low reading
skills much of the content knowledge they need to know to pass,
reading comprehension tests at, the fourth or fifth grades and
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beyOnd through 091 disousskin, whileg the same-ihnel,yOrking to

,improye student reading skills in .thciiecoing area to pro4uce
automaXicity in ilecolding., To the extent -that comprehension
facilitates ecoding',-by offeringcOneeit clues to word recognition,
then the building of language vocabulary and conceptualizing
skills throtigh ,the oral languap may facilitate- not only
comprehension but,aLso decoding.

d -

5. If the development of automaticity in reading Millis rhay. require
several years of practice, then we ved to retifink programs of
minimal competency- testing that start at the eighth or eleventh
grades, especially.,the, latter. With such testing programs, it is
dubious that remedial /raining of such duration.to fully establish
automaticity-can be. iniglemented.

6. The fact that the written language is a visual mrrioq tool ought to
be understood more widely so that students can come to appre-
ciate the many services- such'a todICan serve. They need alsd to
become aware of the functions of such conceptual tools as maps,
graphs. flow charts, classiftratioh tables, and the like. As it is,,
students are sometimes titightChat those things are "out there" to
be learned about, rather.thorbeitig taught that these displays are
produced by a literate mind,for problem solving purposes. Being
litera,te means,that one takes command of the written language as
froth a tool for communication and a tool for thought.

FOOTNOTE
ob.

'The ideas and 'opinions expressed herein are those of the author and do not represent the
.opinions and or policies of the National Institute of Education or the Department of Health.
Education, and Welfare.
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